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	 Generations	 of	 anthropology	 students	 have	 been	 introduced	 to	 the	
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What	do	I	mean	by	this?		Cubeo	territory	lies	in	the	frontier	region	between	



























of	 the	Hehenewa,	 and	 the	Hohodene Kuwai reveals	 that	 for	 the	Hehenewa,	
the	Hohodene	Creator	Nhiaperikuli	is	the	Hehenewa Kuwai and	the	collective	
Kuwaiwa,	 the	 ancestral	 people	who	 are	 known	 to	 the	Barasana	 and	 other	
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which	Kuwaikaniri	 appears	 to	 be	 the	 archetype	 of	 reversible	 death,	 for	 he	
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